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Abstract 

The proposed NoC is a fault tolerant network-on-chip with a priority based arbiter. It is based on new error detection 

mechanisms suitable for dynamic NoCs and here the number and position of processor elements or faulty blocks vary during 

runtime. Also it provides online detection of data packet and adaptive routing algorithm errors. These mechanisms are able to 

distinguish permanent and transient errors and also it can localize accurately the position of the faulty blocks in the NoC routers. 

Also an arbiter is used here for managing multiple data’s simultaneously.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Due to technology scaling SoC systems are allowed to grow continuously in component count and also the complexity is 

increased. The commonly used shared-bus on-chip interconnect was a performance bottleneck for large systems due to global 

wiring delays. The Network-on-Chip (NoC) has therefore introduced as a means of providing scalable on-chip interconnects for 

SoC designs.  Recently the trend of embedded systems has been moving toward multiprocessor systems-on-chip (MPSoCs) in 

order to meet the requirements of real-time applications. The complexity of these SoCs is increasing and the communication 

medium is becoming a major issue of the MPSoC. 

 The NoC relies on data packet exchange. The path for a data packet between a source and a destination through the routers is 

defined by the routing algorithm. NoC design adopts network-like communication that incorporates within the same chip a data-

routing network consisting of communication links and routing nodes to provide a shared, segmented global communication 

structure. The required wiring is shortened as wires that form the communication links only have to span the local distance 

between routing nodes instead of global distances of an entire system. Therefore, such a data-routing network scales well with 

chip size and complexity, overcoming the previously mentioned limitation of complex global wiring. The NoC has many 

advantage over  the traditional bus-based interconnect because of its features such as layered and scalable architecture, flexibility 

in network topology, and the decoupling of computation and communication. NoC design shares similarities with conventional 

off-chip networks such as those utilized by large-scale multiprocessors, distributed computing, and local or wide-area 

communication networks.  

 In the paper, a new reliable dynamic NoC is presented. The proposed NoC is having mesh topology structure of routers able to 

detect routing errors for adaptive routing based on the XY algorithm. The approach includes data packet error detection and 

correction. The originality of the proposed architecture is its ability to localize accurately error sources, allowing the throughput 

and network load of the NoC to be maintained. The considered routing algorithm is based on the adaptive turn model routing 

scheme and the well-known XY algorithm. This adaptive algorithm is live lock- and deadlock-free and allows data packets to 

pass around faulty regions. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 Network-On-Chip Design: A.

Network-on-chip (NoC) design entails the provision of dedicated intra chip communication support that is similar to the more 

general and conventional off-chip networks that have evolved over several decades. The NoC approach is increasingly being 

adopted for system on- chip (SoC) design because of its ability to overcome the limitations of conventional bus-based 

communication. SoC systems that demand NoC support range from general purpose designs, application/platform-specific very 

large-scale integration (VLSI) designs, to flexible programmable-logic-based designs such as those in field-programmable gate 

arrays (FPGAs). The underlying architecture for providing NoC support for SoC design can vary depending on the application 

domain of the specific SoC platform. 
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 NoC Architecture: B.

The overall architecture is in many aspects similar to large-scale networks, where its fundamental components consist of network 

interfaces, routing nodes, and communication links. On chip global network communication is supported by a set of 

interconnected routing nodes that are spread across the chip. Associated with each routing node is a network interface by which 

node elements (IP blocks) are connected, enabling access to the on-chip network. A NoC architecture is flexible so that it can 

support different network topologies based on system application requirements. The flexibility is reflected by the general 

network structure that is shown in Figure 2.1. 

 
Fig. 1: Generic Noc Architecture 

 The role of a switch in a router is to connect the input buffers to the output buffers, as depicted in Figure 2.2. In most router 

designs, a crossbar switch is used to provide full connectivity between all of the available links. 

 
Fig. 2: Generic On-Chip Architecture 

 The switching technique defines how data flows through a switch in a router. There are two basic techniques: circuit switching 

and packet switching. In circuit switching, a fixed circuit is established between the sender and the receiver, and this direct 

connection is maintained for as long as it is needed. Although circuit switching can potentially ensure that the available 

bandwidth is fully utilized when the volume of communication is high, there is a high initial latency associated with the set-up of 

the direct circuit. Therefore, circuit switching is appropriate when communication patterns are well-understood, as in the case of 

application-specific SoCs and platform-specific SoCs. 

 Packet switching, on the other hand, transfers data by segmenting longer messages into smaller data packets, and forwarding 

these packets individually from the sender to the receiver, on a per-hop basis, possibly with different routes and delays for each 
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packet. Link reservation is not required, thus the network can support a large number of concurrent transmissions. Packet 

switching offers the potential for scalability and higher link utilization for general or unknown communication patterns. 

 Network Topology: C.

The topology of a network refers to the layout of components within a network, where it is concerned with the mapping of 

routing nodes and interconnects links. Topologies used for on-chip networks are adopted from large-scale networks and parallel 

computing (J. Kim et.al, (2006)) .Two-dimensional topologies are commonly adopted by on-chip networks because they can 

easily be mapped to the planar nature of a chip. The deciding factor is the system’s required level of connectivity that is specified 

by the intended application. A few important NoC topologies are discussed below. 

 The mesh is a two-dimensional grid topology favoured in NoCs because of its regularity and linear area growth with the 

number of nodes. Meshes have a relatively large average network distance, which can increase power consumption. 2D-array is a 

type of mesh in which nodes form a two dimensional grid where each node is connected to the four adjacent routers. The routers 

at the edges have only two or three connections since they don’t have more adjacent routers. Torus is a topology, which is similar 

to the 2D-array in which nodes form a regular cyclic 2-dimensional grid (W.J. Dally and B. Towels, (2001)). Here all routers 

have four connections since a torus basically is a mesh with wrap-around on the edges. Ring topology when the resources are 

connected to each other in a ring. Every resource is then connected to its two neighbour’s communication with other resources  

then has to pass through the neighbours. Bus topology means that several resources use the same communication channel. In an 

ordinary local area network this can results in collisions, caused by two resources sending a packet at the same time. The tree is a 

hierarchical topology that begins with a top-level root router node with connections to one or more router nodes (known as 

children) at a lower level.  

 
Fig. 3: Network Topologies 

 Routing Schemes: D.

Routing schemes can be classified as either deterministic or adaptive. Deterministic routing schemes have a predetermined 

traversal path between a given source and destination pair, independent of the current network status. The predetermined path 

allows packets to arrive in order, avoiding the overhead of reordering packets at the receiver. A popular deterministic routing 

scheme for meshes and tori is XY routing, which is simple and robust against deadlock (J. Duato et.al, (2003)). In XY routing, a 

packet is routed along a row first, then routed along the appropriate column to the destination. 

 In an adaptive routing scheme, routing decisions are made on a per-hop basis at each routing node, with consideration of 

current network status in the hope of avoiding congestion and balancing network load. Consequently, adaptive routing is more 

complex for implementation in order to offer flexibility in load balancing.  

 Routing schemes can be further distinguished as distributed routing or source routing. Distributed routing derives routing 

decisions locally at each router from local lookup tables or hardware routing functions. Hence, a packet only carries the 

destination address in its header, reducing the header overhead in a packet. In contrast, source routing derives its routing decision 

from a pre-computed global routing table, such that all the necessary routing decisions are embedded in the header to guide a 

packet to the receiving node. 

 Functionality of Router: E.

Router plays an important role in networks. Its main purpose is to receive packets from the sender, take decision by executing an 

algorithm and send the packet towards the destination. While going towards the destination, a packet may have to pass from 

several routers. Design of a router is very much depends on the routing algorithm used. A suitable routing algorithm makes the 

router less complex and faster. A NoC based router has the same functionality. Router architecture has three main components.  

 Input buffer is the temporary storage component. Main purpose of input buffer is to temporarily store the incoming packets if 

the router is busy or desire output is not empty. Input buffer is controlled by the Arbiter and Control block.   

 Cross Bar facilitates to connect an Input Port to any output port. Cross Bar is a combination logic which makes switching 

between different ports by receiving signals from Arbiter and Control block.  
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 Arbiter and Control is the most important component of the router. It behaves like its brain. All routing decisions are taken 

inside this component. It resolves conflicts for simultaneous requests to an output port. It also organizes the flow of packets 

through the router. This component is actually the implementation of routing algorithm. It controls the input buffer by sending 

some signals to it. When a desired output is empty then it selects the desired output by sending the selection signals to the Cross 

Bar and sends a control signal to the input buffer to pass through the cross bar to the desire output. 

 
Fig. 4: Router Architecture 

 XY Routing Algorithms: F.

The XY routing algorithm is one kind of distributed deterministic routing algorithms. For a 2-Dimesion mesh topology NoC, 

each router can be identified by its coordinate (x, y). The XY routing algorithm compares the current router address (Cx, Cy) to 

the destination router address (Dx, Dy) of the packet, stored in the header flit. Flits must be routed to the core port of the router 

when the (Cx, Cy) address of the current router is equal to the (Dx, Dy) address. If this is not the case, the Dx address is firstly 

compared to the Cx (horizontal) address. Flits will be routed to the East port when Cx<Dx, to West when Cx>Dx and if Cx=Dx 

the header flit is already horizontally aligned. If this last condition is true, the Dy (vertical) address is compared to the Cy 

address. Flits will be routed to South when Cy<Dy, to North when Cy>Dy. If the chosen port is busy, the header flit as well as all 

subsequent flits of this packet will be blocked. The routing request for this packet will remain active until a connection is 

established in some future execution of the procedure in this router. 

III. ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES 

 RKT-Switch: A.

It is a NoC-based communication approach. The RKT-NoC is a packet switched network based on intelligent independent 

reliable routers called RKT-switches. The RKT-switch architecture is having four directions i.e. North, South, East and West 

suitable for a 2-D mesh NoC. The PEs and IPs can be connected directly to any of the four sides of a router. Therefore, there is 

no specific connection port for a PE or IP. The proposed detection mechanisms can also be applied to NoCs using five port 

routers with a local port dedicated to an IP. But it has a drawback that when the local port has a permanent error and the IP 

connected to it is lost or needs to be dynamically moved in the chip because of the dynamic partial reconfiguration. Now, for the 

four-port RKT NoC, an IP can replace several routers by having several input ports and hence be strongly connected in the 

network (C. Bobda, (2005)). Each port direction is composed of two unidirectional data buses that are input and output ports 

Each input port follows to a first-input, first-output (FIFO) (buffers) and a routing logic block. The RKT-switch operation is 

based up on the store-and-forward switching technique. This technique is more suitable for dynamically reconfigurable NoCs. In 

the store and- forward technique, each data packet is stored only in a single router at any instant. Therefore the router is only 

need to empty its buffers when a router wants to be reconfigured. But with the wormhole switching technique (W. Dally and C. 

Seitz, (1987)), a single data packet can be spread over several routers. Hence, the time required to clear all the routers containing 

partial packet data (flits) and to reconstruct these packets before performing a reconfiguration is more important. The RKT NoC 

uses non bouncing routers (J. Raik et.al, (2006)), because if a router is surrounded by three unavailable neighbours, then it also 

becomes unavailable. But, if a data packet is sent to a router surrounded by three unavailable nodes, the packet cannot be routed.  
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Fig. 5: Architecture of the Reliable Router RKT-Switch 

 The Hamming ECC is used in this RKT switch for error correction purpose .Hamming ECC is used here because it can 

provide a convenient trade-off between the error correction capacity and area overhead. This hamming ECC permits the 

correction of single event upset (SEU) errors, that means it corrects if there is only a single bit error in a flit  and it also detects  

multiple event upset (MEU) errors ,that means it detects multiple bit error (two bit flips in a flit). On a single bit-flip error 

occurrence, error correction is possible with the Hamming ECC, whereas the single parity check would require packet 

retransmission and hence an increased transmission latency. 

 Routing Error Detection: B.

It is a reliable switch incorporating an online routing fault detection mechanism. This approach can operate with adaptive 

algorithms based on the well-known XY routing algorithm (G.M Chiu, (2000)), (S. Jovanovic et.al, (2009)), (W. Dally and C. 

Seitz, (1987)), (M. Majer et.al, (2005)). The main difficulty faced in routing error detection is to distinguish between the 

different types of errors. Main difficulty is to distinguish the bypass of an unavailable component in the NoC which occurs due to 

the use of the adaptive algorithm from a real routing error which causes due to a faulty component in the NoC. The consequence 

of the non-detection of routing errors is the loss of data packets that being sent either to an already detected faulty router or to an 

area performing a dynamic reconfiguration. The main elements required for routing error detection is diagonal availability 

indications, journal of routing error localizations and finally the structure of information fields in the data packets. The diagonal 

availability indication means the information links that are used to indicate its neighbour’s availability status. There are eight 

direct neighbours for each RKT switch. It shares the diagonal availability indication links to these neighbours. If a router input is 

permanently faulty, then it will be disabled and make other ports active. So that we get a partially operating switch. If all the 

input ports are faulty, then the router will be considered as unavailable. 
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 The basic concept of our approach is the following: Each router receiving a data packet checks the correctness of the routing 

decision made by the previous crossed switch. This routing error detection is performed in parallel after the Hamming ECC, as 

shown in Fig. 3.2. Consequently, this detection does not increase the data packet latency. 

 
Fig. 6: Illustration Of The Routing Error Detection Problem (A) To Distinguish Dynamic Bypass (B) From A Routing Error And (C) To Avoid 

A Loss Of Data Packets 

 Localization of Data Packet Errors: C.

In order to locate and distinguish permanent and transient errors, a local history of data packet errors is stored locally in each 

router. This block is composed of journals contains the input and output ports. These journals are 3-bit-deep shift registers. The 

RKT-router uses the Ack/Nack data flow control signals for this task. Before transmitting a data packet to its neighbouring node, 

a copy of the same will be stored locally until an acknowledgement signal is received. A set of zero “0” will be added to the 

register if no error occurred during the transmission of data. If an error occurred during the transmission means retransmission of 

data is performed in response to a negative acknowledgement. If three negative acknowledgements are received, then the packet 

will be looped back and journal will be set to “1”. The source of the error can be located anywhere on the input port, output port 

or on the data bus. The data packet will be checked by the input ECC after going through the loopback module. If no error is 

occurred means we can conclude that the error that is detected by the neighbour was occurred on the data bus. If the error 

occurred continuously for three times on the bus, then we can conclude that there is a permanent error on the data bus. The 

threshold is the number of consecutive errors required to flag an error source as permanent error.  Here, we set a threshold of 3. 

When three consecutive errors occur on the same journal related to an input or output, the local historic of data packet errors 

concludes that a permanent error exists in the related direction.  

 The data packets after checked by the Error Correcting Code are being looped back and then checked by the routing error 

detection block.  The faulty part of the NoC need to be isolated when a permanent fault is detected in a router. The part of the 

NoC which need to be isolated has been located accurately with the help of the local history. It can be located either in the input 

port, output port or in the data bus. The NoC –router activates the horizontal availability link of the faulty input port and two 

DAI links, if the error is located in the input port. Thus the neighbouring component connected to the faulty port cannot send any 

new data packets in this direction and DAI links helps to bypass the direction or position.  The router detecting the permanent 

error must indicate to the neighbours to activate its availability indication link, if the error is on the data bus or in the output 

port.To indicate which port needs to be disconnected; the router detecting the permanent fault sends data packets to the 

destination of the neighbouring router. This one-flit data packet contains the address of the destination router and the direction of 

the port to be disconnected.  However, the router must not send this special flit in the direction which was detected as faulty. As 

a result, the data packet is produced in the input port corresponding to the direction of the faulty neighbour. The routing logic 

block will then make a routing bypass and the packet will be sent to an available input of the faulty router. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Simulation refers to the verification of a design, its function and performance. It is process of applying stimuli to a model over 

time and producing corresponding responses from a model. 
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 Simulation result of RKT Mesh: A.

The simulation result of a RKT switch mesh is shown in the figure 4.1. 

 
Fig. 7: Simulation Result of RKT Mesh 

 Simulation Result of RKT Mesh with an Arbiter: B.

An arbiter is added to the RKT switch in order to make it more efficient. It can help to manage simultaneous inputs at a time. 

The simulation result of a RKT switch with arbiter is shown below when more than one data is given as input at the same time. 

 
Fig. 8: Simulation Result of RKT Mesh with an Arbiter 
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 Resource Utilization of Proposed System: C.

The resource utilization of a 4x4 RKT switch mesh is as given below: 

 
Fig. 9: Resource Utilization of Proposed System 

V. CONCLUSION 

The proposed routing error detection mechanisms finds the accurate localization of permanent faulty routing blocks in the 

network. They are suitable for adaptive routing algorithms based on XY algorithm .Here  the main difficulty is to distinguish the 

bypasses of an unavailable component in the NoC which is due to the use of the adaptive algorithm from real routing errors 

which causes due to faulty components in the NoC. Regarding the proposed data packet error localization mechanisms, the 

simulations presented in this paper clearly show the efficiency of our techniques, which can localize permanent sources of errors 

more accurately than the switch-to-switch or code-disjoint mechanisms. Moreover, both presented techniques can distinguish 

permanent and transient errors, and show attractive performance as presented in the FPGA synthesis comparisons with a non-

reliable NoC. The project focuses on evaluating accurately the impact of faulty detection blocks and improving the routing error 

detection mechanisms, by protecting the DAI links and routing detection blocks against errors. 
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